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- working paper -

When I started to write this paper, I thought about a short article, few
thousands words. Since then, it progressed, becoming longer and
enlarging its boundaries. Many times I told myself it was over. New
ideas and suggestions came through, arising from my work and from
my personal life. For these reasons, I consider this as a working paper,
open to further developments, under additional resources and
feedback.
I am interested in investigating the relation of care without any
scientific purpose. I am a psychologist, not a scientist, nor a physician.
I only used physics as a metaphor. For a complete and more detailed
view on the history of physics, I suggest to refer to real physicians.
I thank all the people who allowed me to learn by sharing their truth
with me. I always knew I was receiving a gift, even when it was
unconsciously given.
This paper is dedicated to all my teachers, to whom I have a huge
debt; to my children Alice and Lorenzo; to all others who remind me
how life is dammed complicated and still, how it can become simple,
sometimes, with a touch of air and a smile.
www.paolobrusa.eu
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